
Cabin Scenting
Sit Back and Relax



At Fokker Services Group, we go above 
and beyond pure aircraft maintenance. 
In collaboration with the most refined 
scent specialists, we have created a 
unique Cabin Scenting solution. This 
product has been designed to increase 
passenger comfort, improve customer 
retention, and boost brand recognition.

With our Cabin Scenting modification, 
your flight can benefit from utilizing 
the same tactic that retailers have 
been using for years — boosting a 
customer’s mood, appetite, and even 
likelihood to make in-flight purchases 
— all by using the power of scent. 
Besides passenger appeal, a scented 
cabin is an ideal way to increase 
brand recognition, create a friendly 
atmosphere, and improve the overall 
experience of flying.

State-of-the-Art 
Technology

Introducing a world-first innovation in 
interior cabin scenting for commercial 
aviation. Use the powerful influence 
of scent to add a new dimension to 
your flight experience and elevate your 
brand.

Passengers are increasingly aware 
of their surroundings, and expect the 
same comfort they are accustomed 
to on the ground. Each of the five 
senses are stimulated during flight, 
where airlines provide enjoyable food, 
comfortable seats, soothing lighting, 
and quality in flight-entertainment. 
However, a well-designed scent 
that can significantly increase 
passenger comfort and provide a 
luxurious experience to the flight 
is often overlooked. In addition to 
positively influencing your passengers’ 
experience, a signature scented cabin 
is an effective way to increase brand 
awareness by consistently using a 
recognizable scent on your airline 
throughout the passengers’ flight 
journey.



The Benefits

The Product

 » Distribution of scent through the air-conditioning 
system.  

 » Program the control before or during flight. 

 » Easily replaceable scenting oil cartridges.

 » Increase passenger comfort and provide a 
luxurious experience in all phases of flight. 

 » Raise brand awareness and recognition. 

 » Boost in-flight sales.
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Singapore +65 6481 1080About Fokker Services Group
Fokker Services Group is an independent aerospace service company 
with a global reach. Providing comprehensive solutions from its five 
facilities in Europe, Asia and the Americas, Fokker Services Group is a 
key partner for regional, narrow-body and wide-body platforms in the 
Commercial, VIP, Cargo and Defense markets. The organization offers 
a unique set of capabilities, products and services: ‘Modifications & 
Engineering Services’ for the latest technical solutions; ‘Component 
Services’ such as nose-to-tail programs, exchange services, and 
component repairs; ‘Material Services’ such as parts manufacturing, 
spares deliveries, and tear-downs; ‘Airframe Services’ for aircraft MRO 
including lease transitions and painting; and ‘Aircraft Completion & 
Conversion Services’ for Executive, VVIP and Special Mission aircraft 
upgrades.

Independent Leader in Maintenance, 
Modifications & Conversions

Your Fleet, Our Solutions. Together
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